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OUR GOAL FOR THE UPCOMING 30 MINUTES

Inspire within SEO and datadriven 
decision-making.

Challenge traditional approaches to SEO



Who are you? :)



Agenda
Intro

A CX-mindset as a foundation

SEO cornerstones

Challenge traditional approaches to SEO

How to implement a data driven way of work



A CX-mindset in 
everything we do
By combining data and technology with a customer-centric approach, we design and 

create exceptional experiences that help brands stand out from the competition.



Ready to take your
customer experience
to the next level?

O U R  O F F E R I N G Insights 
& Growth

User Experience
& Technology

Brand &
Communication

CX
Our CX offering combines insights & growth, brand & 

communication, and user experience & technology into a 

powerful solution that will revolutionize your business.



A brand is a promise
of experiences
We make that promise come true by leveraging design and 
technology to create seamless and engaging experiences

C U S T O M E R  E X P E R I E N C E



+40%



SEO cornerstones
The fundamentals that you need to know



Technical SEO Content SEO Off-page SEO



SERP
The search engine results page
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Common issues we often see



Common issues we often see

Indexing issues The header structure is wrong

Canonicals are missing

Sitemap missing, or it has errors

Low site speed

301 redirects & redirects from www 
to none www urls

Bread crumbs

Image alt tags are missing/not SEO friendly

Meta title and descriptions



Tech SEO
A few examples



Robots.txt

Add-ons / Robots



Redirects

Add-ons / NotFound handler



Sitemap

Add-ons / SEO Sitemaps



Content SEO
A few more examples



Meta title & 
description



Meta title & description



from this...

… to this

Meta title & description



from this... … to this

Meta title & description



Img alt tags



1. Text in picture, the searchengine cant read it.
2. Not optimal img alt tags

alt=poäng alt=rosta alt=testa

Img alt tags



Traditional approaches to SEO
The lurking dangers to avoid in a new website-project.



”We plan to add SEO 
efforts shortly before
or after the launch of 

the new website”

”SEO was removed from the web 
project due to budget restrictions”

”We have not involved agencies or other in-
house departments in the web project. We will 

brief them before the launch”



Higher costs, delayed launch, immediate changes etc.
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CX CustomerExperience

Discover Define Explore Create Design & Develop Test Support &
Manage

Rediscover
& Refine

BRIEF EVOLVE!HYPOTHESIS CONCEPT ROLL-OUT

Conceptual Agile



Negative consequences
Examples of what will happen when searchengines are overlooked.



Example: 66% loss in organic traffic due to 
bad content migration and poor redirects.

New site launched

Lost organic visibility



User experience
suffers



The user experience suffers



Bad SEO affects paid search campaigns

SEM is heavily affected by how “likeable” the site is by the search 
engine. To put it simply; An optimized site regarding tech, content & 
off-page SEO will increase the sites quality score and help lower bid 
prices.

Good SEO à Higher QS

Max CPC Quality score Adrank Position

4 SEK Low Low

3 SEK High Low

2 SEK High High

1 SEK Medium Medium



How to implement a 
datadriven way of work
Do this instead! 



What you should do instead

Make sure to involve SEO resources as early as possible Create an in-house focus group that can continuously analyze the collected 
data and act on it.

When launching a new website, ensure that a traffic analysis of the 
old web is carried out to ensure that popular content is not lost. 
Avoid 1:1 migration

Before setting the navigation structure, a keyword analysis should 
be carried out which can provide insights into content needs.

Train copywriters in using the keyword analysis before content 
creation. (Cooperate within the organization)

Involve a web analyst in discussions about technical solutions for e.g. 
contact forms and other important flows on the website (to not loose 
possibilities for tracking/insights).

Avoid working in silos. Interlink all applicable departments and extarnal 
agencies and gain from a CX perspective. (It can lower the click price in 
Google Ads, increase the organic visibility and lead to a lot of great insights.



Key take aways
Examine the SEO needs in all parts of your web project and make sure the SEO essentials are in place.

Create a CX-team to bridge any knowledge gaps, and to share insights

Don’t make decisions based on guesses or ”inside-out” mentality. Support arguments with facts! 

Create a template for your meta titles and improve the brand experience, 

Be sure to redirect in a smart way (don’t point all old pages to the home page)

Create an in-house focus group that can continuously analyze the collected data and act on it. 




